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The software that controls the automation in your high technology manufacturing equipment is 

important to your success – second only to the software controlling your process chamber. 

Choosing the right automation platform will impact the success of your equipment in the fabrication 

environment.  

 

I invite you to watch this short video to understand how PEER® Tool Orchestrator, or PTO®, 

accelerates equipment automation development, significantly reducing your time to market and the 

total cost of ownership for your equipment.  

 

As an equipment maker, priority one is providing a technology that adds value to your customer’s 

manufacturing process. Often, automation is an afterthought. When your tool moves from the lab 

into an automated production facility, you’re scrambling to make sure your automation complies 

with your customer’s requirements.  

 

Integration is complex. There are many disparate parts that need to work together seamlessly to 

successfully deploy your tool. With some hard work and ingenuity, you get the tool accepted into the 

fab. But, that’s not the end of the story: your customer wants more access to data from your 

chamber; you’re wondering if you can solve your throughput problems by adding another process 

chamber to the cluster; a critical hotfix is required to fix a production down problem. Did you think 

about these things when you designed your automation? Will your architecture stand up to these 

kinds of changes? Is this where you want to be spending your time as your equipment evolves?  

 

PTO solves these kinds of problems. PTO is the most flexible tool automation product for high-

technology manufacturing. Its capabilities are seamlessly integrated into a single configuration 

application, PEER Tool Composer (or PTC), which provides unprecedented flexibility to configure all 

aspects of your equipment – everything from device integration and vacuum control workflows to 

data centralization and visualization is coordinated within PTC.  

 

But don’t take my word for it – let’s see PTO in action. We’re currently looking at PTO’s Manual 

Control screen. This screen lets us move substrates around the tool. This configuration is for a 

cluster tool with three process chambers.  

 

I’m going to demonstrate how easy it is to add a fourth chamber to the tool. Using PTC, I’ll configure 

everything needed to add a fourth process chamber.  

 

First, we add the components that control the process chamber – pumps, valves, gauges and the 

component for the chamber itself. We then need to make the chamber known to the robot in the 

vacuum transfer chamber. Finally, we have to configure the workflows we want to use to control 

vacuum in the chamber. We’re reusing workflows that were created with a different workflow editor 

that is part of PTC.  
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An important part of PTO is the tool model, a consolidated view of all the data on your tool. It can be 

used by many different consumers, including the host, EDA clients, or user interface screens. One of 

the really powerful things that PTC does is automatically keep your tool components in sync with 

your tool model. These tool models can get really large so this synchronization saves a lot of time.  

 

Now, let’s make the new data in our tool model visible on the user interface. PTC comes with a 

Visualization editor that lets us create screens by adding visual widgets – all without requiring any 

coding. This editor provides a drag and drop interface for fast screen construction. Data boxes allow 

us to associate textual data with our images. What I’m doing here is a process called binding – 

linking these visual widgets to different elements of my tool model. Any change to the data in the 

tool model is picked up automatically in the user interface. Binding can be used not just to display 

text, but to change the background color of a widget or even animate a widget – like a robot moving 

wafers around.  

 

Let’s see the results of our configuration work. First, you’ll notice that Chamber D is now visible on 

the Manual Move screen. As we move a wafer from the carrier to Chamber D, notice that the 

background changes color as the pressure changes. That’s it – we’ve improved the throughput on 

our cluster tool by 33% in just 3 minutes!  

 

Your challenge is to become more nimble and responsive in the fast-paced high-technology 

industry. PTO can help through its flexible configuration in all areas of equipment development, 

including hardware drivers, scheduling and workflow coordination, data collection and reporting, 

and visualization.  

 

Consider making PTO the automation backbone that accelerates equipment automation 

development, significantly reduces your time to market, and reduces the total cost of ownership for 

your equipment.  

 

Thank you for joining in. For more information about PTO, please visit www.peergroup.com. 
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